Multidimensional poverty of the ethnic tibetan farm and Herder households in Gansu province, China
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ABSTRACT: Ethnic Tibetan farm and herder households (FHH) in Gansu Province, China are stricken with poverty. Solving the poverty problem in this or other poverty pockets across China has special importance for the country’s political stability, ethnic unity, social well-being, and ecological security. This paper calculates the multidimensional poverty situation of ethnic Tibetan farm and herder households of Gansu Province, China by using the Alkire-Foster method. Twelve indicators are included in the multidimensional poverty indicator system. Results showed that 1) in the single indicator measure, the adult family members received at least 9th grade education (x3), the home toilet type (x7), and the labor availability (x2) showed a higher incidence of deprivation, 2) many FHH in the Tibetan areas of the Gansu Province are facing multidimensional poverty but the proportion of extreme poverty is very small, and 3) from the perspective of contribution rate, the adult family members received at least 9th grade education (x3), labor availability (x2), self-health assessment (x1), home toilet type (x7), and school-age children dropout rate (x4) occupied the top five positions as obtained from the equal weight to dimensions (DEW) method.
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INTRODUCTION

Tibetan people live predominantly in the Tibet Autonomous Region of China, but they also inhabit some pockets of Qinghai, Sichuan, Yunnan, and Gansu Provinces in China. In these areas inhabited by ethnic Tibetans, economic and social progress have been noteworthy, the people’s income level is growing, living standards are increasing, and the regions are experiencing an overall economic growth. However, due to the fragile natural environment, remote locations, complex social relations, and sensitive politics, these regions are still seriously poverty stricken. Alleviating poverty in these areas not only improves people’s livelihoods, but also promotes overall economic development and social stability in China.
Gansu Tibetan area is unique, but it is also representative of the Tibetan dominant regions in the country. The Tibetan areas of Gansu Province include Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture and Tianshu Tibetan Autonomous County. The Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture is one of China’s ten Tibetan Autonomous Prefectures in the Southwest of Gansu Province. It is in the water conservation and supply areas of the Yangtze River and the Yellow River and is the intersection of Tibetan and Han cultures. It is called “the window of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau” and “the springboard of Tibetan modernization.” The Tianshu Tibetan Autonomous County is in the middle of Gansu Province and south of Wuwei City, lying in the eastern part of the Hexi Corridor and the Qilian Mountains. It was the first region to apply for national regional autonomy after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China.

We calculated a multidimensional poverty index of farmer and herder households in the Tibetan areas of Gansu Province. Our main objectives and contributions are as follows: First, we used primary data collected from a face-to-face interview survey to calculate the multidimensional poverty situation of a unique region (majority Tibetan region) and a unique ethnic group (Tibetans). Second, we used a variety of methods to calculate the weight of indicators to make the results more robust. Third, we identified indicators and dimensions of multidimensional poverty, which is helpful in guiding China’s anti-poverty policy for Tibetans and other minority populations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide a literature review. In section 3, we present methods used in the paper. In section 4, we introduce the study area and data collection process. In section 5, we present results and provide some discussions. In section 6, we conclude the paper by discussing the policy implications of the findings.

LITERATURE REVIEW

There has been some research on poverty alleviation in the Tibetan areas of China (LI, 2006; ZHU, 2010; LIAO, 2014a; WANG, 2016; ZHUANG, 2016). The related research focused on the three aspects of poverty, viz., description and quantitative measurement, micro explanation and macro analysis, and multidimensional constraints and coping strategies.

From the first aspect, the description and quantitative measurement of poverty in the Tibetan areas, the consensus is that the Tibetan areas face a serious poverty problem (LI, 2006; ZHU, 2010; LIAO, 2014a; WANG, 2016; ZHUANG, 2016).

The second aspect is the study of the causes of poverty in the Tibetan areas. At the micro-level, researchers mainly explained poverty of the Tibetan areas as related to human capital (QIN & LU, 2012), social capital (LIAO & LI, 2009), intergenerational transmission (LIAO, 2014b), and individual vulnerability (LI & WANG, 2015). At the macro-level, many researchers interpreted poverty of the Tibetan areas from the perspectives of geography, climate, history, culture, religion, and politics (YANG, 2005; LI, 2006; YAN et al., 2011; QIN & LU, 2012; DU & YU, 2013).

The third aspect contained the multidimensional constraints and strategies of poverty alleviation in the Tibetan areas. The multidimensional constraints of poverty alleviation in the Tibetan areas included both seriousness of poverty and poverty alleviation policies (DU & ZHAO, 2010). As for the anti-poverty measures in the Tibetan areas, SHEN (2015) advocated adhering to the basic principles of combining 1) external assistance with self-development, 2) government, market, and society with the poor themselves, and 3) poverty reduction with precision and poverty alleviation in the region. Based on the above principles, many anti-poverty measures have been put forward, including attempting to help the poor people out of poverty by raising their economic and human capital capacities (QIN & LU, 2012; HUA et al., 2017), through the development of tourism projects (ROSSETTO et al., 2007; GENG et al., 2016), and unique local cottage industries (LUO & XIE, 2016), by converting ecological resources into ecological assets (FOGGIN, 2008; DU & YU, 2013), and through the development of basic and equal public services (LAN & YANG, 2016; LIU et al., 2018).

From the above review, a lot of valuable research results have been obtained regarding poverty governance in the Tibetan areas, which provide a good reference point for further study of poverty in those areas. Of course, there are still some points that were ignored by past researchers. With the development of the multidimensional poverty theory, it is the consensus that poverty is not formed in a unidimensional manner. Consequently, the theory, methodology, and empirical research on poverty are transformed from single dimensional poverty to multidimensional poverty. Specifically, multidimensional poverty theory is gradually being improved (ALKIRE & FOSTER, 2011a, 2011b; ALKIRE et al., 2015b). The Alkire-Foster (AF) method is gradually becoming the basic method of
multidimensional poverty measurement (ALKIRE et al., 2015a). In the empirical field, studies of multidimensional poverty measurement in different regions among poor groups are increasing and have become the major field of poverty research (WANG & ALKIRE, 2009; GUO & WU, 2012; YU, 2013; ALKIRE & SANTOS, 2014; ZHANG & ZHOU, 2015; ROGAN, 2016).

There is limited research on the multidimensional poverty measurement for the Tibetan areas, which have unique political, economic, and environmental characteristics. When multiple indicators are used to measure poverty, policymakers may be interested in knowing if FHH are seriously impacted by one or more indicators of poverty. Policymakers can then focus on these identified indicators to improve the livelihood and uplift FHH from poverty. Addressing poverty in minority-inhabited areas is essential for keeping stability and harmony among different groups of people in the country.

Public policies regarding poverty research and poverty alleviation have always paid greater attention to the understanding and measurement of poverty. It can be said that poverty is accompanied by the history of human development, and the history of human development is, to some extent, the history of human beings’ struggles against poverty. Traditional understanding of poverty mainly centers on income, which means the income of the family or individual is too low to meet basic daily needs. As research in poverty progressed further, the disadvantages of defining poverty based on income became too obvious. One of the main reasons is because it is difficult to acquire accurate income information from households (ZILI AK, 2015).

The connotation of poverty has gradually evolved from narrow income poverty to generalized human poverty. At present, the international academic community has gradually formed a consensus that poverty is not only a lack of income, but also deprivation of the right to human development, such as deprivation of health and longevity, good education, and the opportunity to live a dignified life (UNDP, 1997).

The Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) uses different factors to determine poverty beyond income-based lists (UNDP, 2010). Evolution of poverty measurement to the multidimensional poverty index has a long history. Sociologists and anthropologists have all paid attention to the diversity of poverty. MORRIS (1979) puts forward the physical quality of life index to measure poverty. Hagenaars (1987) measures poverty from two dimensions: income and leisure. However, SEN (1985; 1999) has done pioneering research on capacity and put it into the framework of poverty analysis. Based on Sen’s work, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) established the Human Development Index (HDI) in 1990, and then developed the HDI to measure and judge poverty situations in a country or region from several dimensions (UNDP, 1997). In 2010, the UNDP worked with the University of Oxford in the UK to construct the MPI to measure poverty from three dimensions (health, education, and living standard) constituting 10 different indicators (UNDP, 2010).

The multidimensional poverty measure has long been a central topic in poverty research. For example, FOSTER et al. (1984) design a class of decomposable poverty measures. ZHENG (1997) analyzes and evaluated a series of poverty indicators. In 2007, Oxford University created OPHI. Sabina Alkire, the director of the OPHI, set up a research team committed to the research of multidimensional poverty measurement methods. ALKIRE (2007) believed that the multidimensional poverty measurement associated with the ability approach can provide more accurate information, making it easier to identify people’s ability deprivation. Subsequently, ALKIRE & FOSTER (2011a) proposed the method of multidimensional poverty identification, summation, and decomposition and named it the AF method.

There exists a plethora of studies that have used multidimensional methods to measure poverty (DEUTSCH & SIBER, 2005; BATANA, 2008; CHAKRAVARTY et al., 2008; ALKIRE et al., 2015b). For example, DEUTSCH & SILBER (2005) measure the multidimensional poverty of Israel in 1995 using four methods, viz., the theory of fuzzy sets, information theory, efficiency analysis, and axiomatic derivations of poverty indices. CHAKRAVARTY et al. (2008) estimated the multidimensional poverty of many countries in the world from 1993 to 2002 using Watts’ multidimensional poverty index. BATANA (2008) measured multidimensional poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa by applying the AF method. ALKIRE & SETH (2008) calculated multidimensional poverty in India by using the AF method. BATTISTON et al. (2013) measured the multidimensional poverty of six Latin American countries using the AF method. ALKIRE et al. (2014) gauged multidimensional poverty for European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions countries using the AF method.

Researchers have also used the AF method to calculate multidimensional poverty in
China. ZHANG & ZHOU (2015) analyzed breadth, depth, and intensity of multidimensional poverty in China and conducted urban-rural decomposition and comparison by using the Chinese Health and Nutrition Survey (CHNS) data from 1991 to 2011. They used the AF method with 12 indicators. ZHANG & FENG (2016) estimated the multidimensional poverty of 451 women who are employed in the nanny occupation in Beijing, China by using the AF method and 11 indicators. We also used the AF method to calculate and identify poverty indicators of the Tibetan FHH in Gansu province, China.

METHODS

Selection and definition of multidimensional poverty index

We used the MPI to measure the status of multidimensional poverty of farm and herder households in the Tibetan areas of Gansu Province, China. Based on the actual situation of China and the Tibetan areas, we adjusted the specific indicators in MPI to capture local realities. We considered 12 indicators that reflected three dimensions to measure the MPI of FHH. These indicators are shown in table 1. The three dimensions used are health, education, and living standard. The Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (OPHI) also used the three dimensions (ALKIRE & ROBLES, 2017), but our indicators are more reflective of the Tibetan FHH in the study area.

In health, we choose self-health assessment ($x_1$) and labor availability ($x_2$). The importance of health to a person is self-evident. If an individual suffers from a chronic or severe health issue, he/she will easily fall into poverty because of an inability to pay medical bills or an inability to work (RACINE, 2016). In most cases, in developing countries, the individual suffering from health issues can affect the quality of life for all household members. If all family members’ health is good, we argued that this indicator of self-health assessment ($x_1$) is not poor; otherwise it is poor. Here good health means that family members do not have any debilitating health issues that require them to visit a doctor or a hospital on a regular basis. Labor creates value and labor brings income. Lack of labor availability is an important cause of poverty (BLUNDELL, 2018). Therefore, labor availability ($x_2$) is also crucial in preventing poverty. If all the adult family members in a household are available laborers, we think that this indicator of labor availability ($x_2$) is not poor; otherwise it is poor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Deprivation cutoff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Self-health assessment ($x_1$)</td>
<td>Household head’s evaluation of family members health, if all good=0; otherwise=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Labor availability ($x_2$)</td>
<td>If all the adult family members in the household are available labors=0; otherwise=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Adult family members received 9th grade education ($x_3$)</td>
<td>If all adult family members have formal schooling equal or above 9 years=0; otherwise=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>School-age children dropout ($x_4$)</td>
<td>If school age children are not attended in the school=1; otherwise=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Per capita housing area ($x_5$)</td>
<td>Per capita housing areas is less than 25 square meters=1; per capita housing areas is equal to 25 square meters or more=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Housing quality ($x_6$)</td>
<td>Dilapidated building=1; not dilapidated building=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Home toilet type ($x_7$)</td>
<td>No toilet or dry toilet=1; flush toilet=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living standard</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Animal shed is within the house where people live ($x_8$)</td>
<td>Yes=1; otherwise=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sources of drinking water ($x_9$)</td>
<td>Tap water or well water with well depth of 5 meters or more=0; otherwise=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Household electricity supply ($x_{10}$)</td>
<td>Continuous power supply availability=0; otherwise=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Household fuel supply ($x_{11}$)</td>
<td>Fuel supply is enough for cooking purpose=0; otherwise=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Number of consumer durables ($x_{12}$)</td>
<td>The number of household consumer durables (such as TV, washing machine, car, etc.) is less than 3=1; otherwise=0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: If a household has a value of 1 on an indicator, it means that the household is deprived on this indicator, viz., the household is poor on this indicator.
In education, we choose whether adult family members received at least 9th grade education \((x_7)\) and the rate at which school-age children drop out \((x_3)\). China mandates nine-years of compulsory education. If the nine years of compulsory education are completed, the individual is thought to have mastered the basic literacy skills and have basic human capital (Zhang, 2014). Therefore, we believed that if all adult family members have formal schooling equal to or above nine years, this indicator of adult family members having received at least 9th grade education \((x_7)\) is not poor; otherwise it is poor. If school age children of a family are not attending school, the family is likely to encounter the risk of poverty in the future due to a lack of human capital (Mihaï et al., 2015). We considered the indicator of school-age children having dropped out \((x_3)\) is poor, otherwise it is not poor.

In living standard, we choose per capita housing area \((x_1)\), housing quality \((x_2)\), home toilet type \((x_4)\), animal shed is within the house where people live \((x_5)\), sources of drinking water \((x_8)\), household electricity supply \((x_{10})\), household fuel supply \((x_{11})\), and number of consumer durables \((x_{12})\). Housing area and housing quality are two different aspects of housing safety. A house could be big with a thatched roof and mud wall, but it may not have quality. Therefore, housing area and housing quality should be two separate indicators. In the work of poverty alleviation in the rural areas of China, families whose per capita housing area is less than 25 square meters are defined as families with housing difficulties. Therefore, if the per capita housing area of a family is less than 25 square meters, we define the indicator of per capita housing area \((x_1)\) as poor. Otherwise, if the per capita housing area of a family is equal to 25 square meters or more, we defined the indicator of per capita housing area \((x_1)\) as not poor. If the house of a family is a dilapidated building, the indicator of housing quality \((x_2)\) is poor, otherwise it is not poor. The quality of the toilet is not only a reflection of living standards, but it is also closely related to health. Indoor plumbing and a flushing type of toilet are good for sanitation and preventing diseases. Therefore, if a family has a flushing toilet, the family is not poor on this indicator of home toilet type \((x_4)\); otherwise it is poor. Having an animal shed within the house where people live \((x_5)\); otherwise it is not poor. Water is the source of life, and its role in human health and quality of life is self-evident. Quality of tap water and deep well water can be guaranteed to some extent. Therefore, if a family has tap water or well water with a well depth of 5 meters or more, the family is not poor on this indicator of sources of drinking water \((x_8)\); otherwise it is poor. Electricity and fuel can determine the quality of life of a family to a large extent. Therefore, if a family has enough electricity and fuel, we believe that the family is not poor on the household electricity supply \((x_{10})\) and household fuel supply \((x_{11})\) indicators; otherwise it is poor. To some extent, the number of durable consumer goods reflects the richness and quality of life of a family. We define that if a household has less than 3 consumer durables (such as a TV, washing machine, ear, etc.), the household is poor on the indicator of number of consumer durables \((x_{12})\); otherwise it is not poor.

**AF method**

This paper uses the AF method developed by Alkire & Foster (2011a) to measure the multidimensional poverty of FHH in the Tibetan areas of Gansu Province. The appeal of the AF method lies in its ability to introduce a more inclusive approach to identifying poor people. It can be easily decomposed to find a dimension specific contribution or values by population subgroups (Yu, 2013).

**Weight assigned to dimension and indicator**

One of the important steps of the AF method is the weight assigned to dimension and indicator variables. There is some arbitrariness in assigning the weight. In order to ensure the accuracy of measurement results, we used six methods to calculate the weight of each indicator. These methods are: the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), equal weight to indicators (IEW), equal weight to dimensions (DEW), entropy method (EM), principal component analysis (PCA), and the factor analysis (FA). Although, we calculated the multidimensional poverty index using all of these methods, for the sake of brevity, we described the results obtained only from the DEW method.

**AHP**

This paper calculated the weight according to the introduction to AHP by Saaty (1987). AHP needs to judge the importance of each indicator. We invited experts on poverty to rank the importance of indicators. The indicators ranking according to importance is shown in Table 2.
IEW's weight is calculated as:

\[
\text{Weight}_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij}
\]

where \( \text{Weight}_i \) is the weight of indicator \( i \), and \( n \) is the total number of indicators.

DEW's weight is calculated as:

\[
\text{Weight}_{i,d} = \frac{1}{D} \times \frac{1}{N_d} \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} x_{ij}
\]

where \( \text{Weight}_{i,d} \) is the weight of indicator \( i \) in dimension \( d \), \( D \) is the total numbers of dimensions, and \( N_d \) is the total number of indicators in a given dimension \( d \).

EM

Suppose a total of \( m \) samples, where \( n \) are the evaluation indicators, and \( x_{ij} \) is the value of the indicator \( j \) of the sample \( i \). The proportion of the indicator \( j \) of the sample \( i \) is \( l_{ij} \):

\[
l_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ij}}
\]

The entropy of the indicator \( j \) is \( s_j \):

\[
s_j = -\frac{1}{\ln m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} l_{ij} \ln l_{ij}
\]

And,

\[
k = \frac{1}{\ln m}
\]

The difference coefficient of indicator \( j \) is \( g_j \):

\[
g_j = 1 - s_j
\]

The weight of indicator \( j \) is \( h_j \):

\[
h_j = \frac{g_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} g_j}
\]

Principal component analysis (PCA)

PCA helps to reduce the number of variables in an analysis by using a series of uncorrelated linear combinations of the variables that contain most of the variance. Most of the variance in an eigenvector decomposition is captured in the first component. Therefore, we used the weight of each indicator from the first component in the MPI calculation. Details related to the PCA can be found in PERES-NETO et al. (2003) and JOLLIFFE et al. (2002).

Factor analysis (FA)

We used the FA method to assign weight to each indicator variable. Factor analysis is a statistical technique that helps to reduce data. It uses a linear combination of the variables that contain most of the information to reduce the total number of variables used in the analysis. Interested readers can refer to MULAIIK (2010) for details related to FA.

Weights of each indicator calculated by the six methods are shown in table 3.

Poverty cutoff (K)

One critical step in multidimensional poverty measurement is to choose the proportion of indicators in which someone must be considered deprived and considered as multi dimensionally poor; in the AF method this is the poverty cutoff (K). K can be in the range of 0 to 100%. The choice of a specific K value depends on the preferences of researchers or policymakers, specific circumstances of a society, and the reason for calculation. There will be a large proportion of the population that is identified as poor if the K is too small, which might cause confusion and even create political displeasure. Conversely, if the value of the K is set too large, only a small proportion of people will be identified as multi dimensionally poor, which could also mislead policy makers. Generally, if K=30% or more than 30%, this is defined as multidimensional poverty, which is a general norm. Therefore, according to the practice of existing research (YU, 2013; ALKIRE & SANTOS, 2014; ROGAN, 2016), we mainly focus on the situation when K=30%.

STUDY AREA AND DATA COLLECTION

Study area

The study area of this paper is the Tibetan areas of Gansu Province, China (Figure 1). The study area consisted of eight county-level administrative units (Hezuo County, Zhouqu County, Zhuoni County, Lintan County, Diebu County, Xiahe County, Luqu County, and Maqu County) that fall under
the jurisdiction of the Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, and Tianzhu Tibetan Autonomous County, which falls under the jurisdiction of the Wuwei City.

Data collection

The data used in this paper is from the interview survey conducted by the authors from July-August of 2016. In order to ensure the reliability of the data and better reflect the multidimensional poverty status of FHH in the Tibetan areas of Gansu Province, we organized a field visit to Hezuo County. Then the research team designed a questionnaire using the information gathered from the field visit and carried out a preliminary investigation. Based

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>AHP</th>
<th>IEW</th>
<th>DEW</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>PCA</th>
<th>FA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Self-health assessment ( (x_1) )</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labor availability ( (x_2) )</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Adult family members received at least 9th grade education ( (x_3) )</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School-age children dropout ( (x_4) )</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per capita housing area ( (x_5) )</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Housing quality ( (x_6) )</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home toilet type ( (x_7) )</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living standard</td>
<td>Animal shed is within the house where people live ( (x_8) )</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sources of drinking water ( (x_9) )</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Household electricity supply ( (x_{10}) )</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Household fuel supply( (x_{11}) )</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of consumer durables( (x_{12}) )</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AHP: analytic hierarchy process; IEW: indicator equal weight; DEW: dimension equal weight; EM: entropy method; PCA: principal component analysis; FA: factor analysis.
on the preliminary investigation, the questionnaire was modified to that used for formal investigation. The stratified random sampling methods have been adopted to select samples in the formal investigation, and sample households were randomly selected from the nine counties. Specifically, one township was randomly selected from each county, and two villages were randomly selected from each township. Thirty-five households were randomly surveyed in each village. After eliminating some questionnaires with inconsistent answers, in total, 559 household heads were interviewed to make up the sample of this study. Specifically, 65 questionnaires were collected from Hezuo County, 58 from Zhouqu County, 61 from Zhuoni County, 65 from Lintan County, 63 from Diebu County, 63 from Xiahe County, 59 from Luqu County, 64 from Maqu County, and 61 from Tianzhu County.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Poverty incidence of each indicator

Incidence of poverty for each indicator is calculated according to the deprivation cutoffs shown in Table 1. Results are shown in Figure 2. As seen in Figure 2, the top three indicators in the incidence of poverty are the adult family members having received at least 9th grade education ($x_3$, 91.23%), home toilet type ($x_7$, 90.52%), and labor availability ($x_2$, 48.84%). The incidences of poverty for these three indicators are high among FHH. Nine-years of compulsory education were implemented in 1986 in China. Any individuals who is currently 40 or above years old, did not have to follow this rule. This has resulted in incidence of poverty of the adult family members, which received formal education ($x_3$) as the highest. Because of living habits, financial resource shortage, and vast natural space, the large majority of households in Tibet use dry toilets. Therefore, poverty is high in homes with dry toilet ($x_7$).

In the second echelon, the following indicators exert impact: per capita housing area ($x_5$, 34.35%), household fuel supply ($x_{11}$, 33.27%), sources of drinking water ($x_9$, 32.20%), animal shed is within the house where people live ($x_8$, 25.05%), self-health assessment ($x_{12}$, 21.83%), and the housing quality ($x_6$, 11.81%). Incidences of poverty for these indicators are between 10%-40%.

Poverty incidence of school-age children who drop out ($x_4$, 8.59%), household electricity supply ($x_{10}$, 7.34%), and number of consumer durables ($x_{12}$, 3.76%) are below 10%. This reflects that the incidences of poverty for these three indicators are low. It also

Figure 2 - Incidence of poverty in each indicator.

Note: $x_1$ means self-health assessment; $x_2$ means labor availability; $x_3$ means adult family members received at least 9th grade education; $x_4$ means school-age children dropout; $x_5$ means per capita housing area; $x_6$ means housing quality; $x_7$ means home toilet type; $x_8$ means animal shed is within the house where people live; $x_9$ means sources of drinking water; $x_{10}$ means household electricity supply; $x_{11}$ means household fuel supply; $x_{12}$ means number of consumer durables.
reflects these indicators’ small contribution to the multidimensional poverty index. The above result of the dropout rate of school-age children showed that the nine-years of compulsory education has been implemented well in the Gansu Tibetan region. The result of electricity supply showed that electric power in the Gansu Tibetan area has been guaranteed effectively.

Distribution of the number of deprivation indicators

The distribution of the number of deprivation indicators is shown in table 4. The percentage of non-deprived households is only 1.25%. This reflected that the vast majority of FHH exhibit one or more indicators of poverty. Percentage of seven indicators or more for the deprived households is no more than 10%. This reflected that the proportion of extreme poverty in FHH is very small. The largest percentage of households are deprived on four indicators (26.65%). This reflects that some households in the Tibetan area of Gansu are indeed facing multidimensional poverty.

Multidimensional poverty measurement

Multidimensional poverty headcount ratio

Figure 3 presents the multidimensional poverty headcount ratio (H) of FHH. We can observe that with the increase in K, the value of H decreases gradually. When K=10% in the DEW method, the H value is above 0.959. When K=20%, the H value is 0.945. When K=30%, the H value is 0.572. When K=70%, the H value is below 0.1. When K=80%, the H value is below 0.01. When K=90%, the H value is equal to 0. Results of other methods showed a similar

Table 4 - Number and percentage of households showing deprivation in poverty indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of deprivation indicators</th>
<th>Number of the poor households</th>
<th>Percentage of the poor households (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>25.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>26.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>19.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>9.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 - H calculated by six weighting methods.

Note: H is multidimensional poverty headcount ratio; K is poverty cutoff; AHP means the analytic hierarchy process; IEW means giving each indicator the equal weight; DEW means giving each dimension the equal weight; EM means the entropy method; PCA means the principal component analysis; FA means the factor analysis.
trend. The above results showed that most FHH are facing multidimensional poverty but the proportion in extreme poverty is very small.

\textit{MPI}

The MPIs of FHH are shown in figure 4. We observed that with the increase in \( K \), MPIs in the DEW method showed a gradual downward trend. When \( K=10\% \), the MPI of FHH is 0.381. When \( K=20\% \), the MPI is 0.379. When \( K=30\% \), the MPI is 0.283. When \( K=60\% \), the MPI is below 0.1. When \( K=80\% \), the MPI is below 0.01. When \( K=90\% \), the MPI is equal to 0. Results of other methods showed a similar trend. The above results also showed that most FHH are facing multidimensional poverty, but the proportion of extreme poverty is very small. This means that the poverty alleviation work done in the Gansu Tibetan area has achieved some results, but it still has a long way to go.

We calculated the correlation coefficients of MPI obtained by different weight methods in table 5. Results showed that the correlation coefficients of MPI calculated by different weight methods are relatively high—no lower than 0.890, which means that the results are relatively robust.

\textit{Contribution of each Indicator to MPI}

Generally, as stated in methods, if \( K=30\% \) or more than 30\% this indicated multidimensional poverty. The contribution of each indicator to MPI when \( K=30\% \) is shown in table 6.

Table 6 showed that the contribution of each indicator to MPI when \( K=30\% \) is different in all methods. The greatest contributor to MPI in the DEW method is the variable of whether adult family members received at least 9th grade education \((x_3)\). The second important indicator variable is labor availability \((x_2)\), and the third important indicator is the self-health assessment \((x_1)\). This showed that these three indicators have an important influence on multidimensional poverty among FHH. Therefore, FHH’s education, labor skills, and health are facing serious deprivations.

The contribution rate of the variables identified as home toilet type \((x_7)\), the school-age children dropout rate \((x_4)\), the per capita housing area \((x_5)\), the household fuel supply \((x_{11})\), the sources of drinking water \((x_9)\), the animal shed is within the house where people live \((x_8)\), and the housing quality \((x_6)\) is 0.078, 0.050, 0.038, 0.036, 0.028, 0.021, and 0.012, respectively. This showed that these indicators
Multidimensional poverty of the ethnic Tibetan farm and Herder households in Gansu province, China.

Table 5 - Correlation coefficients of MPI between different weight methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AHP</th>
<th>IEW</th>
<th>DEW</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>PCA</th>
<th>FA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEW</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEW</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AHP: analytic hierarchy process; IEW: indicator equal weight; DEW: dimension equal weight; EM: entropy method; PCA: principal component analysis; FA: factor analysis.

are the secondary causes of MPI among FHH.

Contribution rate of the household electricity supply (x_{10}) and the number of consumer durables (x_{12}) is 0.007 and 0.004, respectively. This indicated that these two indicators have little influence on the multidimensional poverty of FHH.

**Contribution of each dimension to MPI**

Contribution of each dimension to MPI when K=30% is shown in table 7. The contribution of each dimension to MPI when K=30% is different in all methods. The greatest contributor to MPI in the DEW method is the dimension of health, the second contributor is education, and the last contributor is living standard, while the value of contribution of health and education to MPI is similar. This reflected that the two dimensions of health and education are more important for anti-poverty reform in Gansu Tibetan area of China than the living standard.

**CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS**

This paper measured the multidimensional poverty situation of FHH located in the Tibetan areas of the Gansu Province, China by using the Alkire-Foster method. Twelve indicators were included in the multidimensional poverty indicator system. Results showed that 1) in the single indicator poverty, the adult family members received at least 9th grade education (x_{3}), the home toilet type (x_{7}), and the labor availability (x_{2}) show a higher incidence of poverty, 2) in multidimensional poverty, many FHH in the Tibetan areas of the Gansu Province are facing multidimensional poverty, but the proportion in extreme poverty is very small, and 3) from the perspective of contribution rate, adult family members received at least 9th grade education (x_{3}), labor availability (x_{2}), self-health assessment (x_{1}), home toilet type (x_{4}), and school-age children dropout rate (x_{4}) occupied the top five positions.

The results have several policy implications: first, policymakers should adjust the Table 6 - Contribution of each indicator to MPI when K=30%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>AHP</th>
<th>IEW</th>
<th>DEW</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>PCA</th>
<th>FA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Self-health assessment (x_{1})</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labor availability (x_{2})</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Adult family members received at least 9th grade education (x_{3})</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School-age children dropout (x_{4})</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per capita housing area (x_{5})</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Housing quality (x_{6})</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home toilet type (x_{7})</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living standard</td>
<td>Animal shed is within the house where people live (x_{8})</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sources of drinking water (x_{9})</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Household electricity supply (x_{10})</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Household fuel supply (x_{11})</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of consumer durables (x_{12})</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MPI is the multidimensional poverty index; K is the poverty cutoff; AHP: analytic hierarchy process; IEW: indicator equal weight; DEW: dimension equal weight; EM: entropy method; PCA: principal component analysis; FA: factor analysis.
targeting mechanism to ensure an effective way to alleviate poverty. After the early implementation and successful alleviation of poverty at a large-scale in the country, relatively well-off Tibetan farmers and herdsmen have also overcome poverty. The remaining poor people are generally in a state of abject poverty (WANG, 2016). Additionally, their poverty is multidimensional according to our findings. It is challenging to get these people out of poverty. Relying on the trickle-down effect of economic development to help poor people out of poverty has not been effective. Therefore, policymakers need to identify the poor from a multidimensional perspective. In fact, the Chinese government has been taking this approach, but still the approach needs to be strengthened by finding the types, the extent, and the depth of poverty in the Tibetan areas.

Second, based on multidimensional poverty, policymakers should focus on an effective program based on the highest contributing indicators and the highest contributing dimensions. Judging from the contribution rate of the poverty dimension, the key work of poverty alleviation in rural areas of the Gansu Tibetan region should focus on developing basic education: it is necessary to develop more basic education and raise the education level of farmers and herdsmen in the Tibetan areas to improve human capital. The study of HUA et al. (2017) also supported this viewpoint. It may be beneficial to build more schools and attract qualified teachers by paying a higher salary so that children in FHH can learn and become educated in important life skills. Health is also important to FHH. It is also necessary to improve the living conditions of poor FHH.

Third, it is necessary to stabilize the poverty rate among FHH. Judging from the current absolute poverty standards in China, the amount of income per household needs to exceed a certain limit. From the perspective of multi-dimensional poverty alleviation, poverty reduction also means crossing over the respective poverty thresholds in multiple dimensions, including housing, drinking water, health, and education. This calls for an MPI assessment to get rid of poverty by implementing effective policies. According to the Sen’s capability approach (SEN, 1999), income is the most direct and dominant variable of poverty alleviation; however, upgrading capability is a more reliable way to alleviate poverty (SAITO, 2003). Therefore, in a poverty alleviation assessment, indicators related to capability should be given a higher weight. Moreover, professional third-parties should implement the poverty alleviation assessment to uphold principles of equity and fairness. Stakeholder mechanisms must be established to avoid stakeholders manipulating results of the assessment.

As pointed out in the introduction section, Tibetans in China live in certain pockets of several provinces. However, resource limitations and the importance of the geographical area forced us to investigate the multidimensional poverty of only farm and herder households in the Gansu Tibetan region. Future studies can collect data in different provinces where Tibetans live and make a comparative analysis of the multidimensional poverty status of Tibetan farm and herder households across these provinces. Additionally, future research should be conducted to identify the causal effects of a treatment variable and other control variables affecting poverty in the study area using randomized control treatment or quasi-experimental methods.
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